Launches the visual communication business

Ricoh entered the visual communication sector by offering systems for conveying various forms of information, including images and sounds, efficiently through a single tool. We have introduced a stream of innovative products to advance business communications. Among the major examples are: the Unified Communication System (USC), a videoconference/web conference system for Internet-based visual communication between internal/external corporate organizations, which is provided by creating cloud-based platforms optimized to enable real-time interactive and multi-point communications for each customer; an ultra-short-throw projector; and an Interactive Whiteboard (IWB).

IPSIO PJ WX4130N/WX4130, ultra-short-throw projector, with the world’s most compact*1 and light weight*1 body among contemporary comparable models

Ricoh Interactive Whiteboard D5000, a visual communication system including writable display screens and supporting telecommunications

*1 Comparison made for a mirror reflection ultra-short-throw projector (as of November 7, 2011; surveyed by Ricoh)
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